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We describe experiments on the dynamic fracture of the brittle plastic, PMMA. The results suggest a view
of the fracture process that is based on the existence and subsequent evolution of an instability, which causes
a single crack to become unstable to frustrated microscopic branching events. We demonstrate that a number
of long-standing questions in the dynamic fracture of amorphous, brittle materials may be understood in this
picture. Among these are the transition to crack branching, ‘‘roughness’’ and the origin of nontrivial fracture
surface, oscillations in the velocity of a moving crack, the origin of the large increase in the energy dissipation
of a crack with its velocity, and the large discrepancy between the theoretically predicted asymptotic velocity
of a crack and its observed maximal value. Also presented are data describing both microbranch distribution
and evidence of a new three-dimensional to two-dimensional transition as the ‘‘correlation width’’ of a
microbranch diverges at high propagation velocities.@S0163-1829~96!05034-5#

I. INTRODUCTION

For many years, a great deal of both theoretical and ex-
perimental work has been dedicated to understanding the
phenomenon of dynamic fracture. When, in the presence of a
crack, an elastic medium is subject to externally applied
stress, the energy stored in the elastic field is focused into the
crack’s tip. Above a threshold value of applied stress, the
crack will propagate, thereby creating new surface. If the
fracture energy~defined as the amount of energy needed to
create a unit surface! is known, the characteristics of the
stress field around the crack tip, as well as the equation of
motion of a single crack can be derived.1 These calculations,
which assume that the medium behaves according to the
equations of linear elasticity and that the crack propagates
along a straight line, predict that a crack should smoothly
accelerate to the limiting value of the Rayleigh wave speed,
VR , of the material.

Models of asingle crack, however, have had difficulties
in predicting experimental results. Experimentally, the limit-
ing velocity of a crack reaches about half of the predicted
value2 and the observed increase of the fracture energy,g,
with the crack velocity,v, lacks a quantitative explanation.
Another long-standing problem is the mechanism for the for-
mation of nontrivial fracture surface. Whereas the analytic
treatment assumes that a crack will travel in a straight-line
trajectory, the fracture surface formed by a crack becomes
increasingly rough as the crack velocity increases.

An alternative view, that the fracture process is due to the
coalescence of microvoids or preexisting defects situated in
the crack’s path, has been proposed.3 In this picture, defects
ahead of the crack will start to propagate due to the intense
stress field at the crack tip. This idea was supported by a
series of experiments by Ravi-Chandar and Knauss4 on the
brittle plastic, Homolite 100, where the simultaneous propa-
gation of an ensemble of microcracks, instead of a single
propagating crack, was observed. Increased energy flux to
the tip, in this view, would increase the number of microc-
racks formed thereby creating a mechanism for enhanced
dissipation. As defects exist in most materials, the above

picture would suggest that crack propagation via interacting
microvoids should, in general, occur as a randomly activated
process. Although this picture is appealing, a theoretical de-
scription relating the dynamics of a crack ensemble to both
the flux of energy into the crack and microcrack production
has not been forthcoming.

An additional problem in dynamic fracture is that of crack
branching, where, when sufficiently high stress is applied, a
single crack will bifurcate to a state of two propagating
cracks. Although a number of criteria for crack branching
have been suggested,5 none of these agree with experiment.
A criterion based on the dynamics of a crack was first sug-
gested by Yoffe6 with similar criteria following.1 The Yoffe
criterion follows from a calculation of thesingular compo-
nentof the stress field at the tip of a crack moving at constant
velocity. Yoffe found that the singular component of the
stress field normal to any given direction is maximal in theX
~or propagation! direction until a critical velocity
0.6cT ,wherecT is the transverse wave speed of the material.
Above this velocity, the normal stress component is maximal
at an angle which continually increases withv, reaching
about 60° relative to the propagation (X) direction. This con-
dition implies that a single straight crack at this velocity
should become unstable and result in crack branching. Ex-
periments, however, indicate that large-scale crack branching
occurs at velocities far below the critical velocity predicted
by Yoffe7 ~although a recent theory by Gao8 predicts that due
to nonlinearity, thelocal Rayleigh wave speed at the tip of
the crack may be much lower than linear elasticity would
predict! with measured branching angles9 between 10° and
15° in a variety of brittle materials. In addition, recent
calculations10 suggest that a single propagating crack may
alwaysbe unstable to a Yoffe-like instability. The observed
branching angles agree with predictions of the branching
angle resulting from the ‘‘far-field’’ stress field of a moving
crack.11 Although the Yoffe criterion predicts a critical ve-
locity for crack branching which is independent of boundary
conditions, experiments also show that crack branching oc-
curs at different velocities and depends on the loading
conditions.12
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Experimental observation of crack branching events all
describe macroscopic branches, or ‘‘successful branching
events,’’ which are affected by the stress field far from the
tip of the main crack. Hence, the singular term of the stress
field, on its own, cannot properly describe the problem and
measurements of such events should not be expected to obey
the Yoffe criterion. In what follows, we will describe obser-
vations of microbranches or frustrated branching events oc-
curring at scales where the singular stress field in the vicinity
of the crack tip should be the dominant component of the
stress field. In this case, we may expect such criteria to be
relevant and we may see behavior reminiscent of Yoffe’s
predictions. As we will show, in this near-tip region the be-
havior of a microbranch is indeed qualitatively different than
that of macroscopic crack branches.

In this paper we review a series of recent experiments
performed on PMMA~poly-methyl-methacrylate!. The re-
sults of these experiments offer a new view of the fracture
process. We will show that the transition from a single-crack
to a multicrack state is the result of adynamic instability.
This instability appears as the velocity of the crack exceeds a
critical velocity, vc50.36VR . Below vc a single crack is
observed, the crack velocity is a smooth function of time
~increasing or constant, depending on experimental condi-
tions! and the fracture surface created is smooth and mirror-
like. Beyondvc , a single-crack state no longer exists. In-
stead, a crack will sprout small microscopic side branches
~microbranches! whose dynamics are interrelated with those
of the main crack. As a function of the mean velocity,v,
these branches increase in length as the mean dynamics of a
crack change dramatically; the crack velocity develops oscil-
lations, and nontrivial structure is formed on the fracture
surface.13,14 Both the oscillations in the crack velocity and
the amplitude of the structure formed on the fracture surface
scale with the length of the microbranches. As the branches
grow in size, they evolve into macroscopic, large-scale crack
branches. Thus, the instability is actually the conduit that
provides the crucial link between a single-crack state, at low-
energy flux~low velocities! and the multicrack states, which
include both microcrack states and macroscopic branching,
at high-energy fluxes. The general nature of this instability is
suggested by the acoustic emissions15 of moving cracks in
both PMMA and glass, where large-amplitude emission cen-
tered at well-defined frequencies appear in both materials as
the crack velocity surpasses 0.4VR .

By quantitative measurement of both the energy flux into
the tip of a moving crack and the total amount of surface area
created in PMMA, we will also show that the microbranch-
ing instability is the main mechanism for the increase in the
dissipation of energy by a moving crack at high velocities.16

We will demonstrate that the rate of new surface creation,
beyondvc , is proportional to the energy flux into the tip of
the crack. This mechanism provides a simple explanation for
both the observed velocity dependence of the fracture energy
and for the question of why the limiting velocity of a crack,
the Rayleigh wave speed, is never realized.

The above experimental observations support recent theo-
retical work. Marder and Liu17 modeled brittle elastic media
as a two-dimensional~2D! lattice of coupled springs with a
small rate-dependent dissipative term. The springs, in this
model, are perfectly elastic up to a critical displacement at

which point they snap. The system is driven, as in our ex-
periments, by constant displacement of the system’s bound-
aries in the direction normal to propagation. The model re-
produces the Yoffe instability; a single straight crack moving
in a homogeneously stressed infinite strip is no longer a
stable solution at velocities above 0.6VR . Numerical solution
of the model forv.0.6VR exhibit the periodic occurrence of
local branching events where the main crack sprouts side
branches that propagate for a short distance and die. In finite
element calculations performed by Johnson18 and
Needleman19 models for plastic deformation of the material
in the near vicinity~called the process zone! of the crack tip
are included. In both calculations the crack is driven by an
abrupt increase of the load behind the crack, steady-state
propagation is not reached, and frustrated branching events
at velocities lower than 0.6VR were observed. Johnson ob-
served a sharp increase in the energy released by the crack at
every branching event. The branching events observed by
Needleman precipitated a sharp decrease in the velocity of
the main crack, which then reaccelerated after the branch’s
‘‘death.’’ In this model, an initial branching angle of 29° to
the propagation direction~X direction! was observed and, as
they developed, the branches tended to align parallel to the
main crack. The same tendency of a decreasing angle of
branch propagation was observed by Parletun20 in simula-
tions based on the static stress field at the crack tip in the
early stages of crack branching, and Isidaet al.21 using a
perturbative calculation of static stress fields for finite-sized
cracks. Our analysis of the Parletun data indicate that the
branch profile, in its early stages of propagation, obeys a
power-law relation of approximatelyy}x0.78 where theY
direction is defined as that parallel to the direction of applied
stress. Isidaet al. predict an initial branching angle of 27.3°
which rapidly decreases with the length of the branch.

Dynamic instability of crack growth was also observed in
recent molecular simulations of a 2D triangular lattice using
a Lennard-Jones potential.22 In these simulations, velocity
oscillations, attempted crack branching, and an increase in
surface roughness, appear once the crack velocity exceeds a
critical velocity of 0.32VR . The good quantitative agreement
between these simulations and experiment as well as the
qualitative agreement with experiment observed in the dif-
ferent models described above, lends credence to the general
character of both the instability and the resulting behavior of
the crack that will be detailed below.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

Before reviewing our results we will first briefly describe
the experimental system, presented schematically in Fig. 1.
A more detailed description can be found in Ref. 13. The
experiments were conducted in thin, quasi-2D sheets of
brittle, cast PMMA,23 having a thickness~Z direction! of
either 0.8 mm or 3 mm with vertical~Y direction! and hori-
zontal~X direction! dimension between 50 and 200 and 200
and 400 mm, respectively. Stress was applied to the sample
via steel bars, which were straight to within 10mm toler-
ances, and glued to the opposing faces of the sample at each
of its vertical boundaries. All samples were loaded via uni-
form displacement of the vertical boundaries with the frac-
ture initiated at constant displacement. Applied stresses in
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the experiments were varied between 10 and 18 MPa. Prior
to loading, a small ‘‘seed’’ crack was introduced at the edge
of the sample midway between the vertical boundaries. Ten-
sile stress~mode I loading! was then applied quasistatically
until arriving at the desired stress. Crack propagation was
then initiated by gentle application of a razor blade in order
to sharpen the initial crack.

The sample geometry was varied to provide either steady-
state crack propagation at a constant energy density within
the sample, or a continuously changing velocity throughout
the experiment. Steady-state propagation was achieved by
using the thin-strip configuration with the ratio of its vertical
to horizontal dimensions between 0.25 and 0.5. When the
crack tip is sufficiently far from the horizontal boundaries of
the system, this geometry approximates an infinitely long
strip with approximate ‘‘translational invariance’’ in the di-
rection of propagation. This state is realized when the crack
reaches a length of about half of the vertical size of the
system. At this point, advance of the crack by a unit length
frees an amount of energy equal to the~constant! energy per
unit length stored in the plate far ahead of the crack. Under
these conditions, a crack arrives at a state of constant mean
velocity withG, the energy flux into the crack tip power unit
extension of the crack, given byG5s2L/(2E). Heres is
the applied stress at the vertical boundaries,L the vertical
size of the system, andE Young’s modulus of the material.
The value ofE52.83109 N/m2 used for PMMA was ob-
tained by quasistatic measurement of a plate of the dimen-
sions and manufacture used in the experiments. With this
geometry we can directly measureG with an 8% accuracy.
In the experiments described,G was varied between 400 and
5000 J/m2.

The crack velocity was measured by first coating the
side~s! of the sample with a thin~0.1–1mm! resistive layer.
Upon fracture initiation, a propagating crack will cut the re-
sistive coating thereby changing the sample’s resistance. The

coated area was 30 mm wide~in the Y direction!, and the
electric leads were connected to either side of the seed crack.
With this geometry we obtain a nearly linear relation be-
tween the crack length and the resistance of the coated plate,
as shown in Fig. 1. As the crack propagates across the
sample, we measure its resistance change by digitizing to
12-bit accuracy at a rate of 10 MHz. Thus, in PMMA, the
location of the crack tip can be established with a 0.1 mm
spatial resolution at 0.1ms interval yielding a velocity reso-
lution of better than 25 m/s. The linear relation between the
crack length and sample resistance can be perturbed by either
resistance variations due to any inhomogeneity of the resis-
tive layer and/or any overall deviation of the crack’s path
from the midplane of the layer. To correct for these varia-
tions, we calibrate the sample resistance after each experi-
ment as shown in Fig. 2~a!. This is done by measuring the
sample resistance, as a function of the location of a soft
metal ball contact, which is pulled along the path of the
crack so that it electrically reconnects both faces of the
sample at the point at which they were separated by the
crack. We then fit the data to a fifth-order polynomial, as
shown in Fig. 2~b!, which is then used to obtain the final
relation between the crack length and plate resistance.

After fracture, the crack profile in theXY plane was mea-
sured optically with a spatial resolution of 1–5mm, depend-
ing on the magnification used. Although the medium is ide-

FIG. 1. A schematic view of the experimental system. Steel bars
are glued to opposite surfaces of a rectangular PMMA sheet with an
initial seed crack in its center. The stress,s` , is applied via uniform
quasistatic displacement of the bars. THE center of the plate is
coated with a 30-mm-wide strip of a thin~1-mm-thick! conductive
layer. As the crack propagates across the sample, it cuts the con-
ductive layer and changes its resistance. The instantaneous resis-
tance of the conductive layer is found by measuring the voltage
drop across it at 10-MHz rate to 12-bit resolution. A straight crack,
of lengthL, running through the center of the strip, will produce a
‘‘strip resistor’’ of length 2L and width 15 mm, leading to nearly
linear relation between the location of the crack tip and the resis-
tance of the plate.

FIG. 2. ~a! Resistance calibration system. An electric contact
connecting opposing points of the conductive layer which were
separated by the crack, is pulled quasistatically along the crack’s
path. The resistance,R of the conducive strip is thus measured as a
function of the location of the electric contact (L). Inhomogeneities
in the conductive layer, as well as deviations of the crack from a
straight line, will cause a nonlinearR(L) profile. This profile is
used to calibrate the dynamic fracture measurement~se Fig. 1!. ~b!
A typical calibration measurement. The resistance measurements
~squares! are fitted by a fifth-order polynomial~solid line!. The
crosses shown are calibration points obtained by the use of discrete
conductive strips, located on the opposite face of the plate, and cut
by the crack as it progresses across the plate.
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alized as 2D, the plates used are of finite thickness. All
comparisons between the crack’s profile and velocity were
made using measurements taken adjacent to the plane where
the velocity measurements were performed. Additional mea-
surements of the fracture surface profiles and surface rough-
ness were performed by means of anX-Z scanning profilo-
meter with a resolution of 0.1mm in theY direction. Both
the optical and profilometer measurements were correlated
with the velocity measurements.

III RESULTS

The instability is apparent in the three different types of
diagnostics performed: velocity measurements, measure-
ments of the fracture surface, and the optical measurements
taken in theX-Y plane. As we shall see, these three aspects
of the instability are interrelated. We can follow their devel-
opment as either a function of the mean velocity or of the
energy flux to the crack tip,G. In Fig. 3 we present a typical
velocity measurement of a crack in a PMMA plate. After a
nearly instantaneous jump to an initial velocity~typically
between 0.1 and 0.2VR) the crack accelerates smoothly until
reaching the critical velocity,vC5340m/s~or 0.36VR). As

the crack velocity exceedsvc , it develops strong oscilla-
tions, which increase in amplitude with the mean velocity of
the crack.

A series of velocity measurements atv,vc , v;vc , and
v.vc are presented in Fig. 4~a!. Examining the fracture sur-
face formed at these velocities@Fig. 4~b!#, one finds that as
long as the crack velocity is belowvc , the fracture surface is
‘‘mirrors’’ like with no apparent features at scales larger than
1 mm. As the crack velocity reaches the critical velocity,
small localized features appear on the fracture surface. At
higher velocities these surface feature coalesce and evolve
into a periodic riblike pattern with the spacing between ribs
on the order of 1 mm. On this scale PMMA is entirely amor-
phous.

Scanning the fracture surface in theX-Y plane@Fig. 4~c!#,
one finds that belowvc fracture is described by a single
crack. At v;vc small side branches appear. These grow
larger as the mean velocity of the crack increases. In Ref. 13
the instability threshold ofvc5340 m/s for the onset of both
velocity oscillations and the appearance of surface structure
was shown to be independent of the sample thickness, lateral
dimensions of the plate, the surrounding atmosphere, and the
external loading. In Fig. 5 we demonstrate that the same
threshold exists for the onset of microbranching. As the
sample loading is increased, the acceleration and the maxi-
mal velocity may increase but the appearance of both struc-
ture on the fracture surface and microbranches will always
occur at the same threshold ofvc5340610 m/s.

A. Characterization of the branching instability

Looking at pictures of the fracture surface when the insta-
bility is well developed@see Fig. 4~b!#, we note the charac-
teristic pattern that is created on the fracture surface. Careful
examination of the spacing between the ribs on the fracture
surface indicates that the ‘‘wavelength’’ of the patterns is not
constant but is instead a linear function of the mean velocity.
As observed in Ref. 13, the instability has a well-defined
time scale as shown in Fig. 6 where we present a power
spectrum of the crack velocity fluctuations. Although the

FIG. 3. A typical measurement of the velocity of a crack tip as
a function of time. After an initial jump to about 150 m/s, the crack
accelerates smoothly up to the critical velocity ofvc510m/s.
Above vc strong oscillations in the velocity of the crack are ob-
served.

FIG. 4. Three aspects of the evolution of the
branching instability as the crack propagates from
left to right. ~a! The velocity of the crack is a
smooth function of time forv5300 m/s,vc
~left!, atv5400 m/s;vc the crack velocity starts
to oscillate~center!, the oscillation amplitudes in-
crease at higher velocity~right!. ~b! For v5300
m/s,vc the fracture surface is smooth~left!, at
v;400 m/s small regions of different texture are
distributed along the surface~center!. At v;400
m/s small regions of different texture are distrib-
uted along the surface~center!. At v;600 m/s
these regions coalesce, forming a periodic pattern
with wavelength on the order of 1 mm~right!. ~c!
A single crack is observed~left! for v,vc . Mi-
crobranches appear atv>vc ~center!, and in-
crease in length at higher velocities~right!.
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spectrum does not show a single sharp frequency, a well-
defined time scale of 1–2ms is apparent. Belowvc this scale
is not observed, but forv.vc this characteristic time scale
appears and is independent of the mean velocity of the crack
as well as the lateral dimensions or thickness of the material.

The mean spacing between microbranches shows the
same behavior, as seen in Fig. 7. The average distance be-
tween sequential microbranches increases linearly with the
mean velocity so that, as the velocity of the crack increases,
there arefewerbranching events. Thus, as for the case of the
velocity fluctuations, the meantimebetween the formation of
sequential branches is constant with a value of 0.26ms.

A further look at the microbranch spacing shows, as can
be seen in Fig. 4~c!, that the spacing between consecutive
microbranches is broadly distributed. A typical probability
distribution of the distances between neighboring branches is
presented in Fig. 8 for a crack moving at a constant~steady-
state! crack velocity. The data support a log-normal distribu-
tion. The same log-normal-type distribution is observed in
the probability distribution of branch lengths presented in
Fig. 9. It has long been known that the distribution of the
fragment size of crushed or fractured objects24 is log normal.
The explanation for this is based on a picture dating back to
Kolmogoroff25 where a cascade of repeated fragmentation
was assumed. For this explanation to be relevant, each indi-

vidual fragment must be able to break with a constant prob-
ability. The data presented in Figs. 8 and 9 suggest a quali-
tatively different explanation for this distribution. These data
indicate that the observed log-normal distribution can arise
dynamically, as a result of a single fracture event, and not
necessarily as a result of repeated fracture events. An impor-
tant feature to note in the branch length distribution~inset of
Fig. 9! is the existence of a nonzerominimumbranch length.
The minimum branch length of approximately 30mm is in-
dependent of the mean velocity of the crack. The branch
length distribution is characterized by its mean,^L&,and
width, sbr , which are both completely defined by the mean
crack velocity. The~identical! linear dependence of both pa-
rameters on the velocity, as shown in Fig. 10 indicates that
the entire branch length distribution scales linearly with the
crack velocity. Similar scaling occurs for the distributions of
the distance between branches, as indicated in Fig. 7.

We have seen that the dynamic instability that occurs be-
yond vc can be identified by either the onset of velocity
fluctuations of increasing amplitude, the appearance of struc-

FIG. 5. The critical velocity for the observation of microbranch-
ing ~squares! compared to the final steady-state crack velocities
~triangles!, as a function of the energy density stored in the mate-
rial. While the steady-state velocity depends on the external load-
ing, the microbranching velocity is independent of the driving. The
energy density was obtained using samples in the strip configura-
tion. The critical microbranching velocity is the average~over 1
cm! of the crack velocity at the locatio where the first micro-
branches are observed.

FIG. 6. A typical power spectrum of the crack velocity fluctua-
tions at a steady-state velocity of 500 m/s. The maximum of the
spectrum, at 600 KHz, is not dependent on the mean velocity.

FIG. 7. The mean spacing between microbranches as a function
of the mean velocity of the crack. The data points shown are the
average values of over 600 branches at each steady-state velocity.
The linear dependence indicates that, on average, microbranches are
formed at a constant rate. The mean time of 0.26ms between con-
secutive branches is determined by a linear fit of the data~dotted
line!.

FIG. 8. A typical probability distribution of the distance be-
tween consecutive branches~squares! indicates a log-normal depen-
dence ~solid line!. The data include 700 branches produced at
steady-state velocity of 600 m/s. The data were binned with
0.03-mm interval. At different velocities the distributions are
shifted in accordance with the mean velocity but they preserve their
log-normal appearance.
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ture on the fracture surface, or the initiation of micro-
branches. We now look at the characterization of these three
different aspects of the instability as the instability develops.
It is convenient to treat the mean velocity of the crack as a
control parameter and describe the evolution of the instabil-
ity as v increases. In Fig. 11 we compare the mean branch
length, the rms amplitude of the fracture surface features~for
a detailed description of these measurements see Ref. 13!,
and the rms amplitude of the fluctuations in the crack veloc-
ity, as a function of the mean crack velocity. As the figure
shows, there is a well-defined functional dependence be-
tween these quantities andv which is independent of both
the sample geometry and loading conditions.

The sharp transition between a single crack and a state
with microbranches always occurs at the same critical veloc-
ity. After a jump to its minimum value~noted earlier in Fig.
9! the mean branch length@Fig. 11~a!# increases linearly as a
function of the mean velocity, fromvc until at least 600 m/s.
~Due to limitations of the measuring technique, we could not
reliably measure all of the branches created at velocities

higher than 600 m/s but a qualitative increase in the mean
branch length with increased mean velocity is observed.! The
slope of this curve yields a characteristic time scale of 1ms
as the typical lifetime of a microbranch of any length in this
range of velocities.

In both Figs. 11~a! and 11~b! we observe a sharp transi-
tion atvc from a state of smooth surface to a state where the
quantity measured increases linearly with the mean velocity
of the crack. Note that although the two figures appear mark-
edly similar, a comparison of the scales in both graphs re-
veals that the mean branch length is nearly 2 order of mag-
nitude larger than the surface amplitude. This implies that

FIG. 9. A typical probability distribution of the length of micro-
branches~squares!. The data include 700 branches, produced at
steady-state velocity of 585 m/s. As in Fig. 8, the data are well
described by a log-normal distribution~solid line!. To obtain the
plot, the data were binned in 0.03-mm intervals. Inset: The initial
section of the distribution shown on an expanded scale. Note the
existence of a minimum branch length of;30mm. This same mini-
mum branch length value is also observed at other velocities. At
different velocities the distributions are shifted in accordance with
the mean velocity but they preserve their log-normal form.

FIG. 10. The mean,̂L& ~squares!, and standard deviation,sbr

~triangles!, of the branch length distribution as a function of the
crack velocity. Both increase linearly with the crack velocity and
have the same slope. Thus, the entire distribution scales linearly
with the velocity.

FIG. 11. The mean branch length~a!, the rms value of the frac-
ture surface amplitude~b!, and the rms velocity fluctuations~c!, as
a function of the mean velocity of the crack. The arrows indicate
the critical velocity of 340 m/s. The data in~a! and ~b! were col-
lected using accelerating cracks in plates of different geometries
and different loading stresses. Note the nearly 2-order-or-magnitude
difference in scales between the mean branch length and fracture
surface amplitude data. The velocity fluctuations were measured at
steady-state velocities. Although velocity fluctuations are indicated
for v,vc , a sharp rise in their amplitude occurs abovevc .
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the structure on the fracture surface may well be formed as a
resultof the microbranching process. As can be seen in Fig.
11~c!, although measurable fluctuations of the velocity exist
before the instability onset, a sharp rise in the velocity fluc-
tuations atv.vc is apparent. The velocity fluctuations can
also be understood to result from the microbranching. As
demonstrated in Ref. 14 the instantaneous crack velocity is
correlated with the amount of surface created by micro-
branches at the same point and supports the following
picture.14,26As a crack accelerates, the energy released from
the potential energy stored in the plate is channeled into
creating new surface~the two crack faces!. When the crack
velocity reachesvc , the energy flowing into the tip of the
crack is now divided between the main crack and the
‘‘daughter’’ cracks which are formed by branching events.
Thus, unless energy is directed into each crack and the crack
front velocity decreases. The daughter cracks, competing
with the main crack, have a finite lifetime@of about 1ms as
indicated in Fig. 11~a!#, presumably because the main crack
can ‘‘outrun’’ and screen them from the surrounding stress
field. The daughter cracks then die and the energy that had
been diverted from the main crack returns causing it to ac-
celerate until, once again, the scenario repeats itself. This
mechanism of deceleration and acceleration was also ob-
served in the finite element simulations in Ref. 19.

B. Pattern formation by a crack

We now examine the shape and structure of both the mi-
crobranches and fracture surface. Let us first turn to the func-
tional form of the microbranches. As we saw in Fig. 4~b!, at
a given crack velocity the observed lengths of the micro-
branches are broadly distributed. In Ref. 14 it was shown
that the functional form of these branches is not random but
surprisingly well-defined. Although the lengths of micro-
branches have a wide distribution, a branch, once formed,
follows a distinct trajectory of the form~for v51.09vc) y
50.2x0.70, wherey is the normal andx the direction parallel
to the propagation direction of the main crack. For crack
velocities within 10% ofvcthe scatter in the microbranch
profile is relatively small.~The scatter is on the order of the
63 mm uncertainty in the starting point of a given branch.!
As shown in Fig. 12, at higher velocities the mean profile of
the branches exhibits the same exponent, while the coeffi-
cients increase slightly. In addition, the scatter in the branch
profiles increases withv, becoming several times the mea-
surement uncertainty at velocities 40% overvc .

We now turn to the question of the branching ‘‘angle.’’ If
the observed power-law profile of a branch holds down to
microscopic scales, we should see a continuous increase of
the apparent branching angle with each decrease in the scale
of observation. At scales of 0.1–0.3 mm~the scales at which
macroscopic branching phenomena are typically measured!
the ‘‘branching angle’’ given by the power-law profile is
between 10° and 15°, as commonly reported in the literature.
At the smallest spatial scales measured~between 3 and 5
mm, set by the diffraction limit of our optics!, we find the
branching angle to be normally distributed around 31° as
Fig. 13 indicates. This result is independent of the crack
velocity. At these scales, the value of the branching angle
measured agrees well with the 27.3° observed in Ref. 21, the

29° observed in the finite element simulations19 and the 30°
branching angle seen in the molecular dynamical
simulations22 but we cannot rule out either the 60° angle
predicted by Yoffe or the 90° branching angle that would
true of a power-law branch profile at the smallest scales.
These large branching angles at microscopic scales are due
to the influence of the singular term of the stress field in the
near vicinity of the crack tip. As the microbranches grow and
increase their separation from the main crack, the influence
of the higher-order terms of the stress field increases. Thus,
there is no conflict between our observations and the predic-
tions corresponding to the small~macroscopic! branching
angles, which were based on the ‘‘far-field’’ values of the
stress field far from the crack tip.

How does the morphology of the fracture surface relate to
the microbranches? Figure 14 shows a closeup of the fracture
surface, which includes the periodic patterns observed at

FIG. 12. The mean profile of microbranches obtained for dif-
fernt propagation velocities: 374 m/s~squares!, 407 m/s~triangles!
and 470 m/s~circles!. As the velocity increases, the 0.7 exponent
remains, while the coefficient of the mean profile increases~0.18 at
374 m/s, 0.2 at 470 m/s!. This is demonstrated in the inset for
v5374 m/s~squares! and 470 m/s~triangles! on a log-log scale. In
addition, the scatter, as indicated by the error bars, increases with
the mean propagation velocity.

FIG. 13. A probability distribution of the branching angle of
microbranches. The data include 250 branches, produced at veloci-
ties between 400 and 600 m/s. The spatial resolution of the mea-
surement was 3mm. The branching angle is defined as the angle
between the main crack and the line connecting the branching point
with a point on the microbranch located 3–5mm from the branch-
ing point.
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high velocities. As we see in the figure, the patterns are not
simple undulations of the fracture surface, but there is a clear
morphological difference between them and the rest of the
surface. The surface between patterns~like the fracture sur-
face prior to the instability! is reminiscent of ductile fracture
with the well-known parabolic and ripple marks evident. The
surfaces producing the observed periodic patterns are differ-
ent; instead of the ripple marks we find that the surface ap-
pears to be broken into separate facets composed of smooth,
glasslike material. It is possible that these patterns occur at
either high crack separation rates or~more on this later!
within the process zone of the main crack where the material
becomes more ‘‘brittle’’ and apt to ‘‘cleave.’’ In both cases
the material cannot flow and the surrounding material is not
deformed by the microbranch.

The structure observed on the fracture surface is formed
by the initial part of a microbranch while the remainder of
the microbranch continues inside the material. Figure 15 pre-
sents views of a section of the fracture surface from both the
top ~XZ plane! and side~XY plane!. From the figure it is
clear that the microbranches appear beneath the patterns on
the fracture surface. Above the large branches in theXY
plane there are noticeable upheavals of the fracture surface
corresponding to the facets viewed in theXZ plane. These
surface upheavals mark the onset of microbranches that pen-
etrate the opposing crack surface. This close connection be-
tween the surface roughness and microbranch size explains
the strong similarity of Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!. If, as we sug-
gest, the features on the fracture surface are indeed the initial
stages of the microbranches, theform of the surface features
should follow the branch profiles. Thus, we expect the am-
plitude of the surface features to scale as the 0.7 power of
their length like the branch profiles presented in Fig. 12. This
may provide an explanation for the scaling behavior of a
fracture surface that has been observed in many materials.27

The roughness of a fracture surface,s, is defined as the rms
deviation of the surface height from its mean value. A num-
ber of recent experiments have observed thats;Lz whereL
is the measurement scale in the direction of propagation. The
measured value of 0.7 for the ‘‘roughness exponent,’’z, has
been conjectured to be universal in brittle two-dimensional
materials.28 Using the scaling relationy}x0.7 for the func-
tional form of a branch we obtain a roughness exponent of
0.7 for sizes smaller than the typical spatial extent of a local
branch. This explanation of surface roughness would suggest
that the region wheres is observed to exhibit scaling behav-
ior may be limited to these sizes and is thereby a function of
the mean velocity of a crack or alternatively the energy dis-
sipated by the system.

C. Energy dissipation by a crack

As mentioned in the Introduction, one of the outstanding
problems in dynamic fracture is the fact that the predicted
limiting velocity for a crack, the Rayleigh wave speed, is
never reached. Normally a crack reaches just about half of
VR . One explanation for this is an apparent sharp increase in
the fracture energy with increasing crack velocity. In
PMMA, the increase in the energy release rate,G, defined as
the energy flux to the crack tip per unit crack extension, is as

FIG. 15. ~a! A top ~XZ plane! view and~b! a side~XY plane! view of a section of the surface formed by a crack moving with velocity
of 600 m/s in a 0.8-mm-thick plate. Note the appearance of large branches beneath the ‘‘cleavage zones’’ on the fracture surface. We view
the large ‘‘upheavals,’’ situated above the large microbranches on the fracture surface, as marking the onset of microbranches that penetrate
the opposing crack surface.

FIG. 14. A photograph of the typical surface formed by a crack
moving from left to right at 600 m/s. The pattern observed on the
fracture surface has the appearance of periodic ‘‘cleavage’’ events.
Unlike the rest of the fracture surface, which has a ductile nature,
indicated by the parabolic marks and the rippling structures~bottom
left!, the strips~bottom right! appear to be composed of separate
plates having a ‘‘glassy’’ surface reminiscent of cleavage planes.
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much as an order of magnitude16,29 as v increases between
300 and 600 m/s. Previous work has shown that the majority
of the energy flowing into the crack tip ends up as heat30

with a maximum of about 3% ofG radiated away from the
near vicinity of the crack as acoustic emissions.15 No general
mechanics, however, has been suggested for purely brittle
materials which can explain this extensive increase in dissi-
pation as the crack velocity increases. Considering the inter-
nal structure of PMMA, which consists of very long tangled
molecules, one might expect that the energy cost for the
creation of a unit fracture surface, would be determined by
complex, rate-dependent mechanisms which include both
plastic deformation of the material together with the heat
production involved in craze formation.31 Yet, since PMMA
is a brittle material, the dissipation associated with the flow
of the material before fracture must be limited.

How does the large increase in fracture energy as a func-
tion of v occur? The ‘‘microbranching’’ instability suggests
a very simple explanation. Beyondvc all of the increase in
the measured fracture energy is due to the increase in the
fracture area caused by microbranch formation. Let us define
the relative surface area as the total area per unit crack width
created by both the main crack and the microbranches, nor-
malized by that which would be created by a single crack. In
Ref. 16 we showed that beyondvc , this quantity, as a func-
tion of the mean crack velocity, increases dramatically. At
the highest velocities shown, the contribution to the relative
surface area due to the branches dwarfs that of a single crack.
Using the measured16 values ofG, we then derived the de-
pendence of the surface area created on the energy release
rate. We found that after an initial jump~at approximately
vc), the surface area created is alinear function ofG whose
inverse slope~1.03106 erg/cm2! is equal to twice the fracture
energy. Thus, nearly all of the stored elastic energy in the
medium simply goes into creating new surface. This value
agrees well with the value ofG~1.13106 erg/cm2! immedi-
ately precedingvc . Mechanisms such as plastic deformation
may indeed play a role in determining the basic cost in en-
ergy needed to form a unit surface, but theenhanceddissi-
pation observed as crack velocities increase beyondvc is of
dynamicorigin. This dissipation is the direct result of com-
bining a fixed amount of energy expended per unit surface
with the large increase in fracture surface production caused
by the branching instability. The constant energy cost for
surface creation beyond the instability onset indicates that
the system ‘‘chooses’’ not to dissipate the excess energy
stored in the system by increasing the crack velocity, but to
divert this energy into the creation of additional surface area.
As this excess energy is increased, a higher-energy flux re-
sults which leads to longer branches. As the energy flux to
the crack is increased still further, we observe the creation of
a second generation of microbranches that occur as the first-
generation branches bifurcate. This process conceivably oc-
curs as the initial branch reachesvc , if we assume that a
branch follows the same dynamics as the original crack. In
this way, the dynamic behavior of a single crack gives rise to
a well-defined mechanism for the creation of an eventually
fractal surface. The number of generations of branches that
are realized in a given experiment is, in this picture, set by
the energy density initially stored in the plate.

The jump in the relative surface area observed in Ref. 16
occurs immediately after the instability onset (G;13106

erg/cm2!. This sharp initial increase in the slope of the rela-
tive surface area as a function ofG indicates that when mi-
crobranches are very short, the energy cost to create a unit
surface is much less than the fracture energy both immedi-
ately preceding the instability and in the region where the
relative surface area is linearly dependent onG. The reason
for this may be due to the nature of the fracture energy in
PMMA. The vast majority of the energy needed to create a
fracture surface in this material goes into material deforma-
tion which occurs in the near vicinity~process zone! of the
crack tip. When two cracks~the main crack and micro-
branch! are sufficiently close to one another~within the same
process zone!, the total energy needed to deform the sur-
rounding material for the two cracks is nearly the same as for
a single crack, and the energy cost to create a unit fracture
surface, hence the value of the energy release rate, decreases
significantly. Upon leaving the process zone, the fracture en-
ergy of a microbranch should be the same as that of the main
crack and the jump in the amount of energy needed to form
a new surface occurs. This phenomenon may also be a factor
in determining the finite minimal branch size~which is ap-
proximately the same size as the process zone!. The above
argument may also provide an explanation for the ‘‘brittle’’
or cleavagelike appearance of the patterns formed on the
fracture surface~see, e.g., Fig. 14!. As long as the microc-
racks are within the process zone and they do not produce
significant additional deformation of the surrounding mate-
rial, the appearance of the fracture surface that is formed
should show few effects of plasticity.

D. The transition from 3D- to 2D-type behavior

A question commonly raised in experiments on thin plates
is whether the medium can be considered as two dimen-
sional. By studying the microbranching instability, we can
shed some light on this question. The distribution of micro-
branches throughout the thickness of the plate~the Z direc-
tion! is not uniform. In steady-state propagation, more sur-
face area is created by branches in theXY planes adjacent to
the plate’s exterior, than at its center. The decay in the
amount of surface area created by the microbranches appears
to be a roughly exponential function of the distance from
each exterior surface of the plate. This nonuniform distribu-
tion may be due to an inhomogeneous stress as a function of
z resulting from the fact that external stress is only directly
applied to the medium via the steel bars glued to the plate’s
outer surfaces~see Sec. II!. With these boundary conditions,
the energy density may be higher on the plate’s exterior sur-
faces than in its center plane, and we would expect a differ-
ence in the amount of surface area created by the branches as
a function ofz. A typical profile of the surface area created
as a function ofz is presented in Fig. 16 for a crack propa-
gating at a steady-state velocity of 410 m/s. At crack veloci-
ties nearvc the difference in the production of surface area
between the plate faces and center is quite pronounced. As
the mean velocity increases, however, this difference pro-
gressively lessens. Presented in Fig. 17 is the difference in
the surface areas created on the plate’s face and center, nor-
malized by their average value. This normalized difference
decreases monotonically as the velocity increases and
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reaches a value close to 0 at 550 m/s. We view this velocity
as a transition velocity at which point the plate becomes
effectively 2D.

Is there evidence of this transition to a 2D state on the
structure observed on the fractures surface? To see this tran-
sition we measure the width of the patterns, defined by the
appearance of ‘‘cleavage’’ zones~as shown in Fig. 14!, on
the fracture surface as a function of the mean velocity of the
crack. After some image processing, as in the example
shown in Fig. 18, the pattern width could be unambiguously
identified by utilizing the difference in the textures of the
patterns and the zones between them. For velocities only
slightly abovevc , as in the case of the distribution of the
surface area formation as a function of the sample width, the
patterns are far from uniform across the sample with their
average width, much smaller than that of the sample. At
these relatively low velocities, small ‘‘brittle islands’’ are

distributed across the fracture surface, as can be seen in Fig.
4~b!. The results of the measurement of the mean pattern
width as a function of the mean crack velocity are presented
in Fig. 19. A sharp transition to a 2D state occurs again at
v5550 m/s, where the width of the ‘‘cleaved’’ zones be-
comes on the order of the plate’s width.32 As demonstrated
in Fig. 4~b!, the ‘‘cleaved’’ zones at high velocities create
clear patterns that extend across the entire width of the plate.

We interpret the pattern width as a measure of the corre-
lation width ~in theZ direction! of the microbranches. In this
picture, we see the correlation width as continuously increas-
ing abovevc with a possible divergence above 550 m/s.
When this correlation length becomes equal to the width of
the plate, all the system’s characteristics, such as micro-
branch distribution and the crack-front velocity, become in-
dependent of theZ coordinate and the system can be treated
as effectively two dimensional. If this assumption is correct,
we might expect to find a sharp rise in the correlation be-
tween the velocity fluctuations on both sides of the plate, at
550 m/s. An additional prediction of this picture is that the

FIG. 16. The relative surface area~defined as the total area per
unit width created by both the main crack and microbranches nor-
malized by that which would be crated by a single crack! created
solely by microbranches as a function of the depth of the measuring
plane~in theZ direction!. The data presented were obtained from a
crack moving at a steady-state velocity of 410 m/s in a 3-mm-thick
plate. Each data point is the average of over 200 branches. The
surface production is maximal on the plate’s surface~z50!, decay-
ing exponentially towards the center of the plate. The dotted line is
an exponential fit to the data.

FIG. 17. The surface ratio of a running crack as a function of its
velocity. The surface ratio is defined as (Sout2Sin)/
(Sout1Sin)whereSout andSin are the surface areas created by mi-
crobranches on the outer~z50! and center~z51.5 mm! XY planes
of the 3-mm-thick plate, respectively. At velocities above 550 m/s
Sin>Soutindicating a homogeneity of microcrack production across
the plate’s thickness.

FIG. 18. A photograph of a typical fracture surface~top! and the
same pictures after image processing~bottom!. The clear difference
between the morphology of the ‘‘cleavage zones’’ and the rest of
the surface, provides a simple way of measuring their width, as
demonstrated on the processed pictures. The random spread of the
‘‘cleaved islands’’ apparent atv;vc ~left! turns into a periodic
pattern at higher velocities~right!, as the width of the ‘‘cleavage
zones’’ increases to of the order of the plate’s thickness.

FIG. 19. The width of the ‘‘cleavage zones’’ on the fracture
surface of a plate~see Fig. 16! as a function of the propagation
velocity of the crack. The data plotted were obtained from both 0.8
~circle! and 3-mm~square and triangle! thick plates. At 550 m/s the
‘‘cleavage zone’’~or pattern! width is of the order of the plate’s
thickness, indicating a 2D state.
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divergence of the microbranch correlation width signals the
transition frommicroscopictomacroscopiccrack branching.
Since macroscopic branches, unlike microbranches, are 2D
phenomena, the transition to a 2D state, is, at the very least,
a necessary condition for their formation. If the condition
that the branch correlation width surpass the sample width is
also sufficient for macroscopic crack branching, we should
also find the macrobranching threshold~either as a function
of crack velocity or, equivalently, the energy release rate,G!
to be dependent on the sample width.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The experiments described in this paper indicated that the
process of dynamic fracture may well be governed by a dy-
namic instability which describes the transition from a single
crack to a multicrack state. In PMMA, the instability leads to
the appearance of microbranches accompanying the main
crack above a critical velocity ofvc5340 m/s. Above this
velocity, as microbranches bifurcate from the main crack, a
periodic structure is formed on the fracture surface, and os-
cillations in the crack velocity are observed. The value of
vc is independent of sample geometry, the external loading
of the sample, or the surrounding atmosphere. Beyond the
instability onset, all of the characteristic features of the in-
stability scale with the mean velocity of the crack, i.e., the
amplitude of the velocity oscillations, the length and distri-
bution of the branches, the mean spacing between branches
together with the ‘‘wavelength’’ and amplitude of the peri-
odic patterns on the fracture’s surface are all linearly depen-
dent on the mean velocity of the crack. This linear depen-
dence leads to a typical time scale, on the order of 1ms,
which we interpret as the branch lifetime. We suggest that
many of the following long-standing problems in dynamic
fracture are related to the single question of the existence and
subsequent evolution of the microbranching instability.

~1! Addressing the question of acrack-branching crite-
rion, we demonstrated that microcrack branching occurs at
the well-defined velocity,vc . These microbranches then
evolve with increasing velocity into macroscopic branches.
We now must ask the question of at what point do micro-
branches develop into macrobranches.

~2! The mean profile of a branch has a power-law form,
independent of the length of the branch or the mean velocity
of the crack. Thus, thebranching angleof a crack becomes a
function of the scale of the measurement; at scales on the
order of 0.1–0.3 mm the ‘‘branching angle’’ is 10°–15° as
commonly reported in the literature, but at a resolution of 5

mm, the measured branching angle is about 30°. If the
power-law profile of a microbranch holds to smaller scales,
we may expect even larger ‘‘branching angles’’ to be mea-
sured.

~3! A sharp rise in the ‘‘correlation width’’ in the system
occurs atv5550 m/s. At this velocity the plate becomes
effectively two dimensional, as indicated from the distribu-
tion of the microbranches along the thickness of the plate
together with the width of the patterns formed on the fracture
surface. This divergence of the branch correlation width may
give rise to a new~sample width dependent! criterion for
macroscopic crack branching.

~4! The roughness of fracture surfaces is a direct result of
microbranching events. The structure observed on the frac-
ture surface is simply the initial part of the microbranches
which then continue to grow within the interior of the
sample. Thus, both the surface structure and the increase in
the roughness amplitude with the crack velocity are ex-
plained.

~5! We find a log-normal distribution of the branch length
and the distance between branches. We may then be able to
explain the long-observed log-normal distribution in the
fragment size of an object which has been fractured at high
energy as dynamical in nature and not necessarily, as has
long been thought, the result of a cascade of fractures at
different scales.

~6! The oscillations in the velocity of the crack result from
the repetitive branching process, with a drop in the velocity
at the birth of a side branch and acceleration as the branch
dies.

~7! Measuring the energy flux into the tip of the crack and
comparing it to the total surface area created by the micro-
branches, shows that the fracture energy is constant andall
the enhanced dissipation by the crack at velocities above
vc , results from the production of extra surface area by mi-
crobranches.

~8! The velocity of a crack does not asymptote toVR
because the crack ‘‘prefers’’ to dispose of the energy flowing
into it by creating new surface rather than accelerating.
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